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START UP QUESTIONNAIRE

In view of the first meeting of the CEN Technical Committee “Maintenance” under the

Italian Secretariat, this questionnaire was conceived in order to get as much as possible

information for a standardization activity which is satisfactory for all the stakeholders.

We ask you to answer the following questions (more answers or none to each question are

possible). The information you give will be used only for the above mentioned aim.

Thank you for your interest and kindness.

1. Are you: Yes No

1a) member of a University or other cultural or research organization ?

1b) member of an industrial enterprise ?

1c) member of a service enterprise ?

1d) member of a public enterprise ?

1e) member of a public organization ?

1f) member of a private organization ?

1g) a consultant ?

2. Are you: Yes No

2a) representative of service demand?

2b) representative of service commitment?

3) Are you mainly interested in: Yes No

3a) Industrial maintenance matters ?

3a1) Industrial plants maintenance ?

3a2) Technical plants maintenance ?

3a3) Machines and devices maintenance ?

3a4) Transportation systems maintenance ?
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3b) Civil maintenance matters ?

3b1) Building maintenance ?

3b2) Roads maintenance ?

3b3) Railway maintenance ?

3b4) Transportation civil structures maintenance (bridges, tunnels, etc.) ?

4) Give your opinion on the following maintenance related matters

(1=not interested; 2=interested; 3=very interested):
1 2 3

4a) Terms, definitions and classification of maintenance services

4b) Maintenance management and enterprises organization for

maintenance

4c) Maintenance contracting

4d) Maintenance ratios

4e) Maintenance materials management (logistics for maintenance)

4f) Maintenance design

5) Are you interested to participate to the Technical Committee “Maintenance”?

5a) Yes, taking part to international meetings

5b) Yes, but only taking part to national meetings

5c) Yes, but only via e-mail and taking part to max two years meetings, either

national or international

5d) No.

6) In the following you can add your comments:


